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WHY CAFE SHOW HANOI?

Expanding market and meet potential customer

Promotion for your brand 

Gateway to approach potetial market 

Meet the New Chance at  
North’s Vietnam!

Cafe Show will be your perfect partner providing you the opportunity to expand into hidden potential market, 
Hanoi through equal brand power and reputation

Expanding market and meet more potential customer at North’s Vietnam.
Chance to connect face to face with customer not only in Hanoi but also people looking for your product in over 
the world  

Cafe Show Ho Chi Minh 2019 Result 
Scale : 394 Booths, 8,800sqm

Exhibitors : 134 Exhibitors from 16 Countries

(Countries : Vietnam, Korea, China, Taiwan, Colombia, Peru, Italy, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland, New Zealand, 

Thailand, Germany, South Africa, U.S.A, Australia )

Visitors : 28,965 Visitors from 17 Countries 

The food and beverage industry has witnessed a strong franchising growth, with total food saels set to maintain 
a double-digit growth throughout eighth among the twenty most potential markets in the world. Additionally, 
over 20% of Vietnam’s household income is now spent on food and beverages. The increase in the standard of 
living will likely also raise the price and the quality of goods purchased by Vetnamese consumers 

Source : BMI 
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Sweet ClassCoffee TalkCoffee Training Station

Coffee Training Station is a 3-days 
lecture program where both 

common and creative coffee recipes  
are presented for audience. If you 

bring coffee as your exhibit to Café 
Show, host a session at Coffee 

Training Station and have visitors 
experience your item  

As an event ,Cafe Show Vietnam 
also introduces the current trend of 

'sweet things'. At Sweet Class, 
trendy recipes for dessert, bakery 

and beverage. Even if you like 
beverage and sweets rather than 

coffee, you can still find your 
pleasure at Cafe Show Vietnam

The first professional coffee forum 
ever held in Vietnam!

Global coffee knowledge sharing 
platform full of valuable insight on 

global key coffee issues

Cherry’s Choice is a special 
exhibition area for each year’s 

Newest & Hottest items. Exhibitors  
can  have additional display area for 

another promotion opportunity 
outside their booths

Cherry’s Choice 
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 Seoul 2019

Beijing 2019

~30/9/2019

: ~30/11/2019

2019

Cafe Show 2020 in Ho Chi Minh

25%

+84-28-3915-2691
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